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Carter Favors Grants
Instead of Tax Credit
By Kathryn Kore wick
Political Editor

PRESIDENT JIMMY CARTER addresses a town hall meeting during rededication ceremonies at
--Kathryn Korewick photo
Riverfront Park in Spokane last week.

Academic Plan

Fun!;Jrng Priorities Gjven
By Julie Norbeck

News Editor

A spending shift from faculty
salaries to instructional support
is scheduled for next year under
the Academic Plan completed
recently by Provost for Academic Affairs Katherine Sherman.

Blood Driive
Goal Set

The goal set for the Annual
Spring ASEWU Blood Drive is 386
pints. The drive is sponsored by
the EWU ROTC and is a two day
event, lasting today and tomorrow in the PUB from 9: 00 in the
morning until 4: 00 in the afternoon.
Anyone between the ages of 18
and 65, and weighing over 100
pounds may donate blood. There
will be a trophy awarded to the
Associated Student recognized
club or organization with the
greatest participation. Pearce
Hall captured the trophy during
the last drive. ,
Blood taken in this drive will be
put in Eastern Washington University's account at the Spokane
and Inland Empire Blood Banlc.
All past and present EWU students, staff, faculty and their
dependents may draw blood from
this account if they need to.
Persons drawing from Eastern,s
account are charged approximate~y $10.00 per pint. A person
not belonging to an organization
with an account, may be charged
as much as $35.00 a pint for blood.
Last year students and employees of EWU used 2'1:1 pints of
blood. The process takes only
about 25 minutes, plus donuts and
refreshments will be offered to
participants.
A donation is virtually painless
and blood is a commodity always
in high demand.

A culmination of discussion and
reports between administrators
and academic departments from
l~st November through April the
plan says "serious deficiencies"
in equipment and other instruc- ·
tional support areas have moved
Eastern away from the instructional funding formula intended
by the state.
In terms of faculty, the plan
calls for replacement of only six
of 16 expected resignations or
retirement for next year. Of the
funds for the other ten positions,
four will be allocated for new
positions and five will be transferred to support areas.
"We have more faculty positions now than we are supposed to
have. This just restores the balance," Sherman said.
Besides equipment, instructional support includes repair
services, technical and ·clerical
assistance, teaching fellows, professional travel funds, research
and scholarship.
Although the funding formula
is set by the legislature and the
State Budget Office through a
complicated equation of components ·is six different areas, the
state has "no control over the
internal use," Sherman said.
The plan will guide the 1978-79
department allocations and the
three-year operating budget request which departments are
working on now. The written
academic plan is a first for
Eastern as planning was conducted on a verbal basis previously, Sherman said.
Determination of a departfor new or
ment's pri_ority
repla<!ement positions depends
on which group it falls into on the
basis of the plan's five principles.
A fourth group of departments
under development or reorganization will be put in one of the
other three groups later.
The principles guiding faculty
appointments are as follows :

-High quality and national reputation, importance to the role
and mission of Eastern or n~cessity to maintain strong major
programs. Not solely on student
credit hours generated;
--Eastern's size prohibits strong
comprehensive programs in all
the disciplines it offers ;
--Departmental quality is not
determined by size or growth of
its faculty, but upon teaching
caliber, vigor and scholarship;
--In high-demand departments
where addition of faculty positions isn't possible, assistance
must be provided to faculty
through more graduate fellows,
support for research and publication efforts and increased professional travel opportunities;
Sherman said the plan will
allow faculty to "stop chasing
after student credit hours,,, anct
instead concentrate on thin~ing
[continued on page 5]

President Jimmy Carter reiterated his opposition to tuition
tax credits while fielding questions during a town hall meeting
in Spokane May 5.
Carter said if Congress were to
pass a bill allowing tax credits "I
intend to do everything I can to
keep it from becoming law, including vetoing the legislation."
The President, in answering a
question whether he would promise to help parents with chil. dren in private or parochial
schools, replied that he thought
tuition tax credits at the elementary and secondary level "ill-advised,, and "unconstitutional."
"The tuition tax credits, because of the design of the income
tax system, helped much more
greatly those families with a very
high income," Carter said.
At the college level, he allowed
that tax credits were not unconstitutional, but said he preferred
to expand existing programs,
such as more grants for lowincome people and loans for
students to pay back after they
graduate from college.
When asked what United States
policy was regarding Soviet intervention in Africa and other
Third World nations, Carter replied: "The Soviets are obviously
trying to use their influence in
Africa and other parts of the
world ... when they have come into
a nation that has a changing
government.,,
He added that Soviet-Cuban
intervention in Africa is "a danger to American-Soviet friendship and to the nurturing and
enhancement of the principles of
detente.,, He said he has expressed his displeasure through
private communiques to Soviet
Party Chairman Leonid Brezhnev.
The President also predicted
the Soviets would ultimately fail
to achieve their objective in
Africa because of an "innate
racism" on the part of the Soviets. He said Americans "know
how to live with white and black

people together. We respect each
other. We have learned this the
hard way. But there is a great
deal of appreciation in Africa for
this attitude on the part of the
United States, as contrasted
with the Soviet Union.,,
He said another reason the
Soviets will fail in Africa is the
strong religious commitment in
Africa and the Soviet policy of
atheism.
In defending his controversial
proposal to sell arms to both
Arabs and Israelis, the President
said American intentions in the
Mideast have been "to capitalize
on the genuine desire of the Arabs
and the Israelis to find peace"
and stressed that progress has
been made in that area. However, he added that the United
States is not a "distant observer. "
The President also fielded a
question from EWU st4dent John
J. Hastings, who asked how a
young couple in the 25-year-old
age bracket could secure collateral to buy a $70,000 to $80,000
home in the Spokane Valley.
Before asking his question, however, Hastings praised the Presi-

dent as the "best President this
country has known in its 201-year
history.''
The President spoke about various government help available,
new options being explored and
the problem of redlining, but
concluded ''I can't tell you that
we have a program in government now or in the future that
would let a young couple with a
very limited income buy a $70,000
home."
Hastings later told The Easterner that he and his psychologist
had a $100 bet that Hastings
wouldn't meet a U.S. President
within four years.
Prior to his town hall meeting
President Carter rededicated the
Riverfront Park before a crowd ·
estimated at about 40,000. National reporters in his entourage
said that the reception given
Carter was the best he'd gotten
on his western trip.

......

MIKE MILLER, president of Happy Feet Travel Agency, shakes hands with Tobby "Horst" Hatley as the
two announce their merger. A typical tourist looks on. See story page 5.
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Pulters Win Again
The EWU Keg Catapult Team
continues to receive recognition
of its accomplishments, other
than being the national keg catapult champions.
Last week team members
placed second at the annual
student paper night sponsored by
the Intermountain Section of the
Society of Automotive Engineers.
Team members John Rietmann and Roger Wink presented
a paper to the society on the
technical planning and building
of this year's catapult.

Three other universities ent.ered the contest. The winner,
Washington State University,
presented a paper on methanol
injection into a gasoline engine.
Other schools participating
were the University of Idaho and
Gonzaga University.
WSU won a $100 prize while
Eastern received $50. The prize
money will be placed in the keg
catapult fund, according to team
advisor Dean Martin, professor
of Industrial Technology.

Hear the Latin Gospel
Sound of

The Latinos

SPOKANE MAYOR RON Bair tickled the ribs of Pres. Carter and other
visiting dignitaries at
~
Riverfront Park rededication.

A.S. Legislature

Thurisd~y May 18, 7:30 p.m.
Sfuowal~er Auditorit1m
Admission: Free

Talks Reprimands, Surveys
By Kathryn Korewick
Political Editor

Associated Students Administrative Assistant Denver Parmenter, .in his executive report
Monday · afternoon, recom-

·VOl'E TODAY
tor
Strong leaderslaip

PAUL B·ERENDT *I
1

VICKIE ELDER *12
STEVE KINN 'ffel3
YO'IE THE ISSUES
NOT T•• INTEREST

mended a · reprimand or dismissal by the Leg. of Chris Webb and
Ron Weigelt from the Undergraduate affairs Council after
some checking revealed poor att.endance.
Parmenter said he had started
investigating the performance
and attendance of student committee members on all 70 committees last month and that Webb
and Weigelt were the only oneij
who were consistently absent.
"Mr. Weigelt has made only
two of the five meetings since his
appointment to the Council and
Mr. Webb's record is even
worse," said the report, which
then asked for their reprimand
and possibly dismissal.
- When aslced about the report, ·
Weigelt said that he had missed a
few meetings, but felt the recommendation was "political."
The matter was turned over to
the Student Welfare Committee
which is expected to issue a
written reprimand to Webb and
Weigelt.
Parmenter also said he was 1
trying to find ways to get more
students involved with Initiative
351, which would lower the drinking age in Washington from 21 to
19 years and said he plans to set
up a table in the PUB to attract
volunteers.
The Leg. also heard from Vice
President Jim Wallingford, who
gave the results of the student minimum ~age, Big Sky and

rJim Wallingford A.S. Pres.
·liaa
and
u Kim Eaton A.S. . Vice Pres.

..
•
•

"1ihe Working Candidates"

They do more than talk about the issues.

1. Conducted the only Big Sky survey
2. Conducted the only survey on federal minimum wage
3. Addressed ~.A.G. and later received commitment that $2.65 for
students ~ould be placed in upcoming biennial budget.
4. Both are on the Ad-Hoc committee to save student parking
5. Both are currently arranging for a better faculty evaluation.

l'lte
lllteraatlve
1. Mud Slinging
2. Vote Buying

3. Voice of the·
Administration

Paid for by the committee to elect Jim Wallingford and Kim Eaton - Paul Berendt and Teresa Castlilleja,
co-chairmen

Eagle Express surveys. The results are as follows:
--of 53 student workers who
turned in the minimu:qi wage
survey, 14 favored staying at
$2.30 an hour until a pay increase
could be budget~; four favored a
pay increase to $2.65 an hour with
15 percent fewer jobs; and 33
favored a $2.65 an hour pay
increase with 15 percent few
hours.
-of the five Big Sky universities that replied to the questionnaire, two refused to disclose
their S&A athletic budgets, while
the other three spent between
$815,727 and $1,169,294 on their
athletic programs.
-the lowest rating given any
item by Eagle Express riders
was the comfortability, which
rated a "good" instead of "very
good."
In other business, the Leg. sent
to committee bills relating to
cabinet positions, the deputy attorney general and executive
reports. Speaker Jennifer Boulanger introduced a bill that
would allow A.S. to budget money
to pay note-takers next fall.
A special legislature meeting is
slated for 3:00 p.m. today in the
PUB council chambers concerning BOT action on A.S. budgets.

Woman Abuse

Tai~ Scheduled
"Battered Women" will be the
subject of a program at 12 noon
on Tuesday, May 16 at the Women's C~nter. Gay Tibbitt and
Pat Peery of Spokane's Wom..en's
Resource Center will be presenting a film, which will be
followed by a discussion on the
problems and decisions confronting women who are victims of
this largely unreported crime.
"Women in Health Care" will
highlight a , talk to be given by
Doug Gwynn, assistant professor
of Sociology, at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, May 17. Professor Gwynn's
discussion will focus on the ways
in which sex and class discrim- .
ways in which sex and class
determine how people choose
their occupations.

Snip & Style Solon
M&N AND WOMEN'S

STYLING

BLOW

.
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Editors Speak __

···············-·····
: P.oliee Beat· :

Conference Continues
By Cindi Fine
Associate News Editor

mor dismal than any of the other
arts.
Solotaroff will speak at 3 p.m.
. "Coming clean for fun and .
today on "Silence, Exile, and
profit," is how Theodore SoloCunning."
taroff, editor at Bantam Books
''Publishing from Canada'' will
Inc., ~ummed up the recent flood'
be the topic for Scott McIntyre at
of Watergate-related autobio11 a.m. today.
graphies.
"Regions and Nations" is the
subject for a panel discussion
Solotaroff is one of several
which
will include Liam Miller,
editors and publishers slated to
Scott McIntyre, Daniel Halpern,
speak today wrapping up an
John
Sterling, and Solotaroff. It
international publishing and editwtll
be
held at 8 p.m. today.
ing conference at Eastern-the ·
first in the Pacific Northwest,
All events will be held in Pat~
according to John Kebble, coterson
1024 and are open to the
director of EWU's creative writpublic
free
of charge.
·
ing program.
An exhibition of books and
In a recent news conference magazines in Kennedy Library
Solotaroff said there has been a
and Patterson Hall will continue
great deal of debate over the
today as part of the conference.
Watergate books and some
people at his company (Bantam).
felt the company should not even
submit bids for the Haldeman
Spring quarter will soon draw
and Nixon books.
to a close and the EASTERNER
"There is some question as to
the propriety of people making · is again looking for an editor.
inoney from books which recount Applications are now being accepted for next year's editor.
criminal activities,',. ·he said.
''Americans are more interestApplication deadline is May 18.
ed in personalities than in isThe new editor will be named the
sues," he said, offering an exfollowing week.
planation for the success of autobiographies.
Applicants will be selected ac"People don't think of writing
cording to competence and exas they do other arts which perience and should have one of ·
require talent. After all, everythe foilowing qualifications:
one can 'write'."
· 1. Completed basic journalism
Solotaroff
advised aspiring
1
courses
in newswriting, editing,
writers to ''leam the craft by
··
and
law;
OR
example and direction of a really
2. Served in the poisition of
good writer."
11
associate
editor of the EASTERReaching the top takes persisNER for not less than two (2)
tance and determination in writquarters;
OR
ing as any other field," he said.
3. Served as editor of a comBut the outlook for writers is no

The Biology Dept. green house was broken into the night of May 6 and
about 30 plants were destroyed. It is feared the person may be
contaminated by a chemical sprayed in the house earlier that evening.

•••

A Dressler Hall resident broke his arm playing basketball at HPE III
May 3.

•••

About 30 record albums were 11\iSsing from the IMC ·Library May 2.
Arrangements are being made to improve security at IMC.

•••

A battery and spark plug wires were missing from an EWU vehicle
parked in lot #9 May 2.
·
•

$

•

The rear window of a Morrison Hall resident's late model car was
shattered May 8. It was parked in lot #13.

•••

BANTAM
BOOK
EDITOR
Theodore Solotaroff looks at one
example from the delug~ of
Watergate materials.

A small tin of marijuana was turned over to the campus police by
dorm director May 5.

•••

A student's car parked in lot #10 was hit by an unknown vehicle, late
May 5 or early May 6. Damage is approximately $300.

•••

Editor Position Open
munity college newspaper for not
· less than two (2) quarters; OR
4. Worked as a professional
journalist.

A Married Students' Court resident reported her front window broken
May 6.
•

• ••

A $49 gym bag containing 4 textbooks was reported missing by a
student May 4. It was stolen from a bookshelf while he was eating at
Tawanka.

EtEGANT EGG

All applicants for the position

<I. the EASTERNER editor must
submit published work as evidence of their journalistic competence. The Publications Commission may also announce any
additional criteria it deems necessary in selecting an editor.

2 for 1 dinner with this coupon
Ham dinner includes · ,ti.tip or

Applications can be obtained
from. the Associated Students
<l.fice ·on the third fioor of the
Pence Union Building and should
be submitted to the Publication
Commission in care of the A.S.
<ifice. ·

salad, fries or baked potato, .
grilled pineapple, dinner roll ,

GOOD May 16, 17, 18
After 5 p~m •. $3.95
··1926 1st 235-8438

.,

SJWDY IN ME-X ICO
SUMMER - FALl - WINT.ER - SPRING
..

Students now have the opportunity to enroll in a varied and extensive liberal arts program . offered jointly by several
Washington Universities and The Institute Cultural ifenochtitlan, in Morelio, Mexico. Choose from a wide selection of courses
. including intensive and conversational Spanish, Spanish literature, history, sociology, fine and applied arts and many others.
Tuition and comprehensive fees of $680.00 include living with a Mexican family, field trips, fiestas, insurance, and more.
There is still time to register for the summer session, and applications are being accepted for next year. Housing avai labilities
f i II fast. For further information contact:
Office of Continuing Education
Eostern Washington University
Showalter Halt 306
Cheney, WA 99004
Telephone: Cheney 359-2201
Spokane (Tol 1-Free) 838-3427

lnstituto Cultural Tenochtitlan
n14 Greenwood Ave. N.
P.O. Box 30639
s·e attle, WA 98103
Telephone: (206) 783-2262

MORELIA

/

MoreliA

•
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Symposium Speakers Offer New Views
By Julie Norbeck
and Lorinda Girault

The Women's Studies Challenge to Tradition held May 5 and
6 was "tremendously successful,'' according to Eastern Washington University's Women's Studies Director Patricia Coontz.
Participants had the choice to
attend panels with topics ranging
from the language of sexism to
single parent families to looking
at the historical perspectives of
women's roles.
Coontz said she was pleased by
the number of participants in
Eastern's first women's symposium. Two hundred and eighty
registered participants from all
over the Pacific Northwest joined
area residents for the various
panels.
Keynote speaker Florence
Howe, editor of the Feminist
Press, kicked off the symposium
with .a statement that the level of
consciousness of today's woman
makes it impossible to return to 1
accepting the "men's curriculum" as being best for all.
Howe defines the men's curriculum as what has traditionally
been studied by students includ- •

ing the history of men which
omits the women's role in this
country's history.
"There is no good reason why
the study of wars should be more
important than the study of the
family," Howe said.
When women had to fight for
the right to attend schools, they
seldom spoke out against the
men's curriculum. "It is difficult
to criticize the adverse elements
in an institution when you want
access to it,'' Howe explained.
With Women's Studies programs on the increase (from two
to 300 in the past eight years)
women will have the opportunity
to study women's historical past
as well as to explore their place in
today's so,ciety, she said.
Also challenging historical perspectives was Stephanie Coontz,
History Professor at The Evergreen State College.
Women's history has got to look
at the people behind the greats,
according to Coontz. History
taught in schools today deals
mainly with a few great people.
"History is neither some mysterious force nor the product of
decision by great individuals,,,
said Coontz. "Women's history is

Tawanka Co·mmens
TUESDAY 16-Scotch Broth, Pizza, Salmon Loaf, Ham
Salad Bowl, Cut Green Beans, Fruit Cup, Orange Gelatin. __
WEDNESDAY 17-Crm. of Chicken Soup, Coneys, MacaToni & Cheese, Taco Salad Bowl, W.K. Corn, Potato Salad.
THURSDAY 18-Lentil Soup, Hamburgers, Turkey Tetrazini, Egg s~lad Bowl, Diced Carrots, Sliced Tomatoes.
FRIDAY 19-Beef Noodle Soup, Sloppy Joes, Cheese Souffle/Mush . See., Turkey Salad Bowl, Cnd. Peas.
SATURDAY 20-Grapefruiit Juice, Stewed Prunes, Wheathearts, Eggs, Sausage Links, Hashbrowns.
SUNDAY 21-P/ A Grapefruit Juice, Apricot Halves, Oatmeal, Bacon, Butterhorn, Eggs, Ha·s hbrowns.
MO·NDA Y 22-Cream of Potato Soup, Beef Burritos, Lasagna, Fruit Salad Bowl/Pump. Brd., Mixed Vegetables.
Tickets a.re a,va,ilable ait Cashier's Office for ten lunches
for only $13.50. Also you ma,y get on Off-Campus Meial
Ticket good, for a.II meals ~r only $2.95 pe,r day.

"SINGLE PARENT FAMILIES: a Woman's Issue
included the panelists pictured above: Dianne

a look at the people behind the
greats."
Traditional history has a view
of human nature as being irrational and evil, according to
Coontz. Studies in womens history have shown that mass actions don't reflect this assumption. "This leads us to a new kind
<i optimism for the human race
based on reality," she added.
Coontz also made a comparison
between views of humans and,
animals. In all species, general ,
characteristics should outweigh
sex characteristics.
For example, when a doe leaps
through the forest, people don't
say "She's acting like a buck" or
" I wonder who wears the antlers
in that family," she said. Instead
they think it is a normal activity
for a member of the deer species.
Coontz ended by saying we
need to liberate all of society
including males and females,
blacks and whites.

Vote Student Representation

KIM WISEMAN
for

A·S· VICE PRESIDENT
paid for by: The Committee to elect Kim Wiseman Vice President
co-chairpersons: Kristi Koon & Rick Vale

Burden, Ellen Dunbar, Anne Metcalf and Kathy
Briar.
Lorinda Girault photo

Language normally accepted
by society was questioned by the
panel on "The Sexism of Language and. the Language, of Sexism."
It is normal for a husband and
wife to be referred to as Mr. and
Mrs. John Smith but never as
Mr. and Mrs. Mary Smith, said
panelist Sol Saporta from the
University of Washington. "Mr.
and Mrs. are not equivalent
terms because they do not function in the same way," Saporta
added.
Another example of sexism
language that is accepted by
society are comments such as "a
pioneer and his ~ife."
"There is nothing in the word
'pioneer' to say man. It says
something that it can be used in
this way without bothering people," Saporta added.
Another panelist said sexist definitions can be found· in dictionaries. The Oxford English Dictionary defines man as:
1. A human being;
2. A human creature regarded
abstractly;
3. An adult male creature endowed with manly qualities.
4. A person of position and importance.
A woman is defined as:
1. An adult female being;
2. A female servant;
3. Lady..:love or mistress;
4. A wife.
" In the last two definitions of a

/

Jenni.
f
er
Bou
I
anger
- - ----=--=-- A New Direction
IA this election we are asking· you to take a serious loot< at Student
Government and the role of students at Eastern. We believe that ·
students car.a be involved to a greater extent than they are now. It is
important to elect responsible gnd innovative people to represent our
needs and interests, not only at the local level in O'l ympia as well.
Jennifer Boulanger is concerned about Stud~nt G~vernment ~nd
more importantly she is concerned about students.
We are asking you to participate in this election and to support
Jennifer Boulanger for A.S. President, a new direction for Student
Government.
lhank you,
Zack Lueck
Jody William~
Terri Rabb-Co-chairpersons
Paid for by the committee to elect Jennifer Boulanger A.S. President
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woman, they are defined by their
relationship to men," Patsy Everson of Wenatchee Valley College pointed out.
''College handbook's reinforce-E
ment of stereotypes are plentiful,'' she added, including sample
sentences such as ''her peaches!
and cream complexion aroused
.~ all but murderous jealousy in1
her junior high sister.''
Why didn't they use the example ''The boy in the tight jeans .
is popular'?" asked Everson.

Patsy Everson

One of the other panels discussed the increase in singleparent families and the problems
that must be faced by these
households.
·
"One of the most important
social trends since 1960 in the
United States has been the steady
increase in single-parent.families
most of which are headed by
women,,, said Dianne Burden of
the University of Washington.
These single mothers must not
mly care for their children but
they must also support the family
which causes many of them to
turn to welfare, according to
Burden.
"putting welfare mothers to 1
work will nor-solve the problem
since most of them are already
working full time,,, she added ..
This is due to the fact that
minimum wage in this country is '
not enough to get her above
poverty level, she explained.
Welfare provides mothers with
a temPQrary security, acc,Jrding
to panelist Kathy Briar of Pacific
Lutheran University. "It's not
long before welfare gives the
person two choices, either to
remarry or to find a better job,''
said Briar.
Since jobs may be impossible
for some single-parents to find,
remarriage is the only other
choice, she added .
,.
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They're Back Again ...

Happy Feet Goes to Europe
By Cindi Fine

"Both Mike and I speak GerHatley, alias "Horst"
will
Associate News Editor
man," he said, and Mike has a
graduate in four short weeks
minor in French. For those who
Once upon a time there were . from Eastern's Radio-Television
two imaginative students at iastdo speak a second language it's a
department. He explained how
great opportunity to get some
ern who wanted to travel to
the tour began.
Europe, but alas, they were
practice.
"I planned the tuur as part of a
penniless. Being clever young
"The best time had to be when
class assignment," he said, "I
men, they devised a plan. They
traveling are not at the 'tourist
talked with several travel agents
would organize 3: tour and thus,
before reaching an agreement
sights~" said Miller. "The most
get a free ride!
memorable times I've had were
with Linda's World Travel in
But it's 'not a fairy tale and
in the country in Austria and at
Pullman."
Mike Miller and Tobby Hatley
the pubs in London. Places where
The tour is designed for 25 to 30
are really doing it. The tour
people and Hatley stressed that , you can meet and talk to the local
began as a hypathetical public
people. It's this sort of experience
it's not necessary to speak a
relations class project but with
we want to make possible for the
foreign language.
the encouragement of Howard
people on our tour.''
Hoft, instructor for the class, it
grew to reality.
The tour departs here July 1
and has scheduled London, Munin terms of "curriculum, scllolarwith backgrounds in medieval
ich, Copenhagen, Paris, and
ship and making their departand 19th to early 20th Century
Vienna as primary stops. The
ments the best rather than the
German, but that many students
tour includes roun,dtrip airfare
are most interested in contembiggest."
from Seattle, a two-month stuporary German on practical
One department affected by the
dent Eurail pass and hotel acnew Academic Plan is Modern
grounds.
comodations. All this and two
Language. Analyzed as having
"A lot of business, pre-law,
charming guides for a mere
adequate staff and no need for
pre-medicine
. and history stu$1,135.
replacement under the third
dents want to use it in conjunction
"It depends on the individuals
group designation, the departwit~
careers in Germany. It
what sights they will see, where
ment will get one faculty member
doesn't
do them much good to
they will eat, sidetrips to take and
next year to handle areas preacquire a medieval vocabulary,"
even how long they will stay in
viously covered by two.
she
said.
Europe," Miller said.
The department will begin adAccording to Modern Language
The price of the tour covers
vertising soon for a professor who
Chairman Cornelius Groenen,
expenses for one month but the
can teach both Russian and Gerfinding
a combined Germanpeople are free to stay longer
man, according to Modern Lan.
Russian
professor will be a
since their return airfare is good
guage Professor Edmund Yar"L "lucky stroke" and aiming for
for up to a year."
wood.
one
with a 20th Century backMiller, a junior with various
The new professor will teach
ground wilJ lower
the odds about
majors and minors, among them
classes of German Professor
'·
"twenty
times."
journalism, German and French,
Joan Holmes, who has accepted a
traveled through Western Europe
contract with the University of
Sherm.an . in commenting on
on his own last summer. SumKansas, and recently deceased
the matter of Holme's resigming the experience up in a word
'{l,ussian Professor Alexander
nation said: "We are very sorry
he said it was "fantastic" and
Kara-Sokol.
to lose her, she's a real treasure.
added that he was looking forIn palmier years we certainly
· Holmes explained that the Gerward to the trip this summer.
would have replaced her."
man program now has professors
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Priorities

The Ballot Box
By Kathryn Korewick
Political Editor

It had to happen. In 'a campaign that's being handled with a measure
of political sophistication, it should come as no surprise that steps
have been taken in the direction of bidding for voting blocs.
One such step was taken by A.S. Presidential candidate Ron
Weigelt, who sent a note to Richard Hulse (No. 15), telling Hulse if he
needed "a boost on your campaign, get in touch with me." Implicit in
the offer was the mutual back-scratching that makes politics one of
the most interesting spectator sports around.
· Hulse, aside from being a legislator running for re-election, is a
minister with the Assembly of God church and very outspoken about
his beliefs during Leg. debates and roll call votes. While Hulse said he
had no direct influence over born-again Christians on campus, he did
acknowledge his indirect leadership role.
An endorsement by Hulse of any candidate might sway a certain
number of Christians on campus who share Hulse's fundamentalist
views. It happens nationally all the time.
"I'm a member of the Leg., one-fifteenth of the Leg.," " Hulse

told The Easterner. "I feei that's a fair proportion of (fundamenta-·
list) Christians. I feel I represent the Christians on campus." At
present, Hulse has not formally committed himself to anyone.
And if the born-again Christians were to vote en bloc, why not other
small groups? Could Weigelt and Hulse have indirectly hit on a means
of greater participation in A.S. functions--by appealing to certain
small groups and forming coalitions? Such a scheme has a long way to
go, but such a development is not improbable. Watch next year's
elections for significant changes. Or will the status quo of student
apathy ride again?
*****************
While Jennifer Boulanger, Jim WaJlingford and Ron Weigelt are
campaigning as though their very lives depended on it, Mary Wolch is
enjoying her own brand of political humor. Running for A.S. President
on a sort of neo-OWL ticket, some of her platforms include tearing
down brick walls and establishing a duck pond. Because she's so
different, she can expect a certain amount of support in the primaries,
cutting into the votes of the other three.
"Does she have any idea what she'll do if elected?" queried
Boulanger.
Quack, Quack.

Spring Stmi-formal Dane, Band:
''Somtthing Elst'' ft:00-1:00

Get a room and party 'til dawn'.
Call 359-2514 or come to A.S. office for intormation.
'

'' An Eutnint of Ecstasy''
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Chat.ting With Candidates
• I Can d•I d ates
The P res1•d ent1a
,,
.
By Kathryn Korewick
Political Editor
Editor's Note: Jennifer Boulanger, Jim Wallingford, Ron
Weigelt and Mary Wolch all have
some kind of desire to be the next
A.S. President; just as Kim
Eaton, Fred McDowell and Kim
Wiseman want the second slot.
One test of their determination
took place this week when they
allowed the Easterner to ask why
they thought themselves qualified and what they would do if
, elected [or defeated].

When filing for the spring
elections closed last Thursday
afternoon, four people were in the
race for the Presidency and thr.ee
for the Vice-Presidency. During
the past weeks, their banners
have been plastered, in different
degrees, all over campus. Some
have gone in for other campaign
gimmicks. With the exception of
one, all have had some experience in A.S. government;
most have been active in student
government this _y ear.
Jennifer Boulanger, the current Leg. speaker, ~onsiders one
of her main assets her "total
concern for the students. I know
what needs to be done and can do
it. Jim and Ron are nice guys, but
I think I can do a better job."
One of Boulanger's goals, if
clected, is to get ''new people
with new ideas" in her Cabinet.
Although she said she has no one
in particular in mind, she plans to
have her Cabinet formed within a
week after her election. She also
has plans for her Cabinet. One of
them, she said, will be a contact
person for "all off-campus people, who will be in charge of
talking to commuters, going to
apartments, finding out what
they want.'' She also plans to
have a liason officer with the
Cheney City Council who will
regularly attend their meetings.
"We've got to stop ignoring
them," she said.

. Jennifer Boulanger
Another thing that Boulanger
would like to see at EWU is a
professor evaluation, in which
the profs in each department are
rated and the best put on a list
that would be published by A.S.
- "If we had a list of best profs on
campus---and criticism would
have to be constructive, not destructive-every prof would be
striving to get on that list. As a
result, the quality of teaching
would improve."
When asked how she would
·work with the administration and
the BOT, Boulanger replied:
"It's a matter of getting to know
them on a personal basis, getting
them to respect you. You don't go
around just condemning people.
'lbe administration's leery . of
student government. We need to
work with them."
The flap between the Associated Students and the BOT- administration over increasing S&A
fees for athletics could have been
avoided, Boulanger contends.
"The A.S. President (Jeff Tomson) and Frederickson could

bave gotten together, she said.
"But if the administration still
insists on doing what the students
··
don't want then say "N
don't belie~e in
Ifo,th::
don't listen, take it to the press:.,
You can't be intimidated: The
J\.S. President must stand up to ·
the administration, the BOT, evev the state legislature. They'll
be in session and we can't allow
our tuition to continue to in-

this:"

crease.''
Boulanger said she would favor
EWU joining Big Sky "if the
money doesn't come from S&A
fees and is generated by athle. tics, for athletics. People are
bored playing Oregon schools."
she said that in joining Big Sky,
Eastern had a chance at "Big
(television) money" but added
academics must not suffer in consequence.
On the question of athletic
scholarships, Boulanger said she
is against S&A fees funding any
scholarships: "I don't think students should have to pay other
· students' way through college."
.She said she was in favor, howevet, of allowing each department to raise money for scholarships.
Jim Wallingford announced his
candidacy for President during
winter quarter, when he was
el~ted A.S. Speaker. Because
the Cabinet has had vacancies on
anct off during the year, Wallingford said he has filled in
there, as well· as being Speaker
and later Veep. "I know what it's
all about," he said. "I don't need
any on-the-job training."

Wallingford said it is against
' state law to use state money or
equipment to raise money, although clubs and organizations
N
tate
be used
: ~ or cans tomo~ey
. e someon.e
raise money,
Wallingford said.
When ask~ what he'~ do if
cl~ted, Pr:e~ndent, Wallingford
said he d like to .get the shuttle
~ back, if possible, a~d would
~e to s~ th~ cons~ct~on of an
!?~oor aquati~ swimming pool
since 0 W: sw~ ~m curre~tly
goes to Fair~hild Air Force Base.
It's something not just athletes
could benefit from. Your average
student enjoys swimming, too.''
Another thing Wallingford
wants to do is to establish greater
communication with Olympia, although he ruled out the Washington Association of University
Students ('WAUS). "WAUS is a
joke. We are not having ariy
money budgeted for it. I would
not attend any meetings. It's a
great big party for A.S. Presidents. They have an hour meeting, then party for eight. Their
meetings are usually held on a
four-day weekends. It's nothing
but a big ego trip which costs
$2,400' a year."
.
believes that EWU should establish its contacts in the capital
inde~ndentlv. .
/

I'

&n"'w .;igelt
Like Wallingford, Ron Weigelt
also plans to support Boulanger if
be loses in the primary-but only
~ slie asks him. "My first im-

pulse would be not to support
qnyone," Weigelt sa~d. "But I'd
sup~rt Jel!!lifer Boulanger 9V~f
Jim Wallingford if both asked."
When asked · about the Theta
Clli fraternity; Weigelt who lost to
Jeff Tomson in-last year's race
said he would rathe,.. not make it
an issue, ~t said there was
something wrong with the fact
that in the pa._r:!leven years, five
A.S. Presidents have been frat
men.
Although Weigelt has not been
involved with the student government this year, he has been
working on projects, and cited his
efforts to get the library hours .
extended "until at least midnight." He added that nothing
could be done about it until the
new budget is drawn up.
Another of Weigelt's projects
bas been his work on the Committee for the Sensory Impaired.
He said he's been working for
front-loading washing machines
and ..said he wants regulations
''that handicapped students not
be allowed to house themselves
over the third floor in any dorm.
It's a fire hazard." He added
however, that "there's a problem'
with basic individual rights."
ln discussing his plans shonld
he win, Weigelt said that his ideal
Cabinet would be made up of
some grad students in busint!Ss
sociology or planning ·but. added
he didn't know "if the pay is
enough to attract them, but it's
worth a try." -

Wolch said, would provide fertilizer and be good for ice skating
in the winter. In addition, it could
iroduce micro-organisms for biology students, water-borne diseases for immunology students
and swimming for PE and recreation majors.

Mary Wolch
To accommodate the commuters,
she proposes to move Cheney
nearer to Spokane. To take care
" the day care problem, she proposes moving Dr. Frederickson
into empty rooms in LA Hall"He's quiet and I'm sure he'll fit
in''-and establishing a day care
center in the President's mansion.
Wolch · also promised at her
investiture to erect a barbed wire
fence airound the EWU gate near
the PUB. The Rotzies could then
ll}t up a machine gun and practice defending the PUB, Wolch
said.
When asked why she was running on an absurdity pla~,
Wolch said: "I think you have to
Like the other three, Mary · laugh at it (politics) or you'll .get
Wolch is running on ·issues, also,
high blood pressure. So much is
but of different stripes. She's absurd at the national, interrunning "because I can't bear national level."
another dry election. I'm running
Wolch told the Easterner she
on an absurdity platform because
bas kept records of all her exI want to put some humor into it.''
penditures, which add up to $1.73.
Asked if she was interested in
The only support she has, she
A.S., Wolch said she followed the
said, are some girl friends and
Leg. meetings in the Easterner
the Women's Center which .
but didn't know if she'd try to get
"gives me moral support and the
involved if she didn't make itme of their felt pens." She added
and she does not expect to make
that one of her girlfriends deit past the primary. ·
clined to run on a ticket with her
u elected, wo1c11 said she "because she thinks I'll get elecwould like to establish a duck
ted."
pond on campus. The pond,

••••••••••••••••••
The V.P. Candidates .
Jim Wallingford
"I've done the only faculty
survey on decimal grading, on
student employee attitudes towards increased salary or less
hours, the only survey on Big
Sky .. '' When asked about Big
Sky, Wallingford said, snapping
his fingers: "We could stop it. We
don't know if the money's to come
from our budget or from the administration's budget." If from
the latter, he predicted a cutback
in facuity and quality of education. He said he didn't know
where the money would come
from in the event that Eastern
does join the conference, but said
he has Frederickson's assurances it won't come from S&A
fees.
When queried about Big Sky,
Wallingford said that he believed
it was out of Eastern's league.
"All the Big Sky schools spend a
total of $700,000 or more on their
athletic departments," Wallingford said. "We currently spend
.about $250,000. Ron Weigelt let
$30,000 into athletic scholarships
go through with no protest (when
he was speaker last winter quarter."
When asked about the S&A fees
and athletic scholarship question,
Wallingford said that it's against
state law for scholarships to
come from S&A fees. "The athletic department gets around it by
claiming gate receipts. The drama department gets around it by
calling it work.'' When asked
about the feasibility of the A.S.
raising money for scholarships, :

All three of the vice presidential candidates are stressing
the need to bring more outsiders
into A.S. government and how
well they would be able to work
with any President and Leg. Kim
Eaton and Fred McDowell are
running with Jim Wallingford
and Ron Weigelt, respectively,
while Kim Wiseman is running as
an independent.
The hopefuls see student apa. thy as one of the biggest problems, with identity not far behind. "People say, 'Where's the
third floor of the PUB?' " Wiseman said. "Students hear a lot of
bad things, a lot of trivial things,
and it's true-we have a lot of
them. But I feel if student government could pull themselves
together and combine their resources, we could reach the
students so easily."
Wiseman sees the office of vice
president as a way to mediate
between Leg. factions and to try
and draw more people into student government. This view is
shared to some degree by Fred

McDowell, who suggested that
"A.S. recruit just like football
teams by contacting high school
seniors involved in their school
A.S.B." He also suggested going
through the new student record,
making note of those who say
they're interested in politics or
student government and then
contacting them.
Eaton describes the constitutional descriptions of the vice
president as "vague," adding
"That's why I'm running for vice
president instead of President.
I'll have the opportunity to do
committee work such as housing
referral, parking and the athletic
policy board. I'd really like to get
housing referral going (as a
viable committee.) People should
get on committees." She agreed
that there is student apathy on
campus, but "it's getting better.
Sif!ce I've been on campus, I've
seen more students getting interested."
Wiseman feels that student
apathy, registered in low voter
turnouts, was one reason the BOT ,,

Kim Eaton

ignored the A.S. during the S & A
question. "Not enough voted,"
she commented, adding: "I'm
hoping for at least a 50 percent
turnout in this election. Right
now, there's not enough student
input.''
How to get that input is a tricky
question for all three. Wiseman
puts part of the blame on the Leg.
"There's a lack of motivation
in the Leg. ·They really try to get
people involved, and then their
interest dies.'' Three things are
~~ed, she believes: More publicity, more available information and more personal contact
by legislators and with students·
they represent.
McDowell agrees with Wiseman's analysis, adding: "We
need better communication between the dorms and A.S. I think·
A.S. can be brought into the
dorms. Commuters- they're hard
to reach. Students in Cheney are
hard· to reach. We don't have a
plan, w~ need to work on it."
All of them stressed that they
could work with any president,
and all .have plans to remain
active in A.S. should they lose the
election.

Fred McDowell
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Candidates Spill Theif·Guts
Jody Williams Position Ill

The main reason I'm running
for Position 1 on the legislature is
for the benefit of the students. I'd
do this by finding out what they
want and voting in favor of their·
wants instead of the legislature's.
Maybe the student apathy would
become enthusiasm instead. I
feel the students need someone on
the legislature who wants what
they want. With my past experience as dorm president of
Dressler Hall and assistant social
activities chairman, I think I can
do this job well.
Paul Berendt Position Ill

I've been an active member of
the A.S. Leg. for the past year
and would like to continue serving students.
I'd like to do more work on the
minimum wage situation and
promote the education of students as to where their student
and activity dollars go.
It's very important that students accept the responsibilities
of the Leg. and committees to
which they belong.
Please vote today and vote for
the issµes, not the ~terests.
Kevin Mangan Position 114

In running for this position my
main concerns are representation for all the s~udents, and not
fighting with, but working with
the administration to get things
done. Fighting will get us nowhere. Working together will.
Please vote to have your A.S.
government run properly for you.
Don't deny yourself the pleasure.

I am running for this position
because I feel and know I can
help you, the student, have more
say in the governmental affairs
that go on here at EWU. I have
served as legislator and as committee head for several different
groups and feel these experiences
will enable me to represent you,
the students, in a fitting manner.
If elected I will strive to have
your feelings and ideas presented
and acted upon. There are many
problems that face us this coming
year, for example, Big Sky,
library hours, concerts, and a
shuttle between EWU and Seattle. With your support I feel I can
~elp' make the student govern-

qualifications I can offer. By experience I mean to say that I
have worked in the A.S. government as a cabinet member for
little less than a year and have
attended almost every Legislature meeting in that time. By
honesty I mean to let you sample
my work by showing how you, as
a student, can accomplish things
through student government. The
most effective way is to go to the
A.S. offices on the third floor,
PUB, and join a committee or ask
for a copy of the Agenda for the
next Leg. meeting, find out what
issues are at stake and talk to the
Legislators and let them know
where you stand.

Vicky Elder Position #12

I'm a member of the Social
Activities Review Board and the
Bookstore Committee. Through
these committees I have had the
opportunity to work with both
faculty and students. Student
input is vitally important in the
workings of the A.S. Legislature
and I'm willing to make myself
available to any suggestions the
students have concerning their
government. As a legislator I will
work to achieve a two-way system of communication between
the Leg. and the administration
to make certain student wishes
known and respected by the
administration to increase ·student say in decisions which affect
all of us attending EWU.
Terryl Ross Position /115

Terryl Ross was not available
for comment or photo.

,

~

Melody Lewis Position #13

I

ment run smoother and more
effectively. I feel Ron Weigelt
would be a major plus, if elected
A.S. President, as far as the
smoothness of the functions in the
A.S.

Kathy Svinth Position /112

·;;:

•
,,;/l

I'm Kathy Svinth and I am
running for position 12. I feel that
Eastern has a lot of potential that
is simply being overlooked or not

Marc Lindsey Position #4

The best way to keep from
making promises I can't keep is
to not make any promises. Honesty ·a nd experience ~re the best

Lonnie Cox Position #11

picked up on. As it is now, the
A.S. has some definite problems,
but nothing is so bad that a
positive attitude, determination,
and work can't alter. Realistically, the changes that may have to
take place (wrongs righted, communication lines opened, honest
representation, etc.,) won't happen overnight but I am determined to see that they start. There is
no reason other than apathy, why
we can't rise above the present
less desirable circumstances and
try tomake the best of what we
have. I plan on seeing that this
happens. I want to work for you,
the student.

Steve Kinn Position /113
The issues facing student government should seem quite evident. The money spending heyday of the 196Q's is over for the
state's colleges and universities
and students seem to be the
easiest ·target for cutbacks. The
fact that student workers on this
campus are paid sub-minimum
wages and the administration's
schemes for Big Sky are being
paid for at the expense of other
student services, are just two
examples. Associated Student
government must be o~ganized
effectively to represent student
interests. This is what I intend to
work for if elected to the A.S.
Legislature.

I'm Melody Lewis and I'm
currently running for A.S. Leg.
position 13. I've been involved
with student government here at
Eastern for the past two years.
Last year I served as a dorm
council rep. and worked on various committees which entailed
structuring and organizing student functions such as promoting
·picnics and dances.
Presently I'm president of
Pearce Hall, where 1 was one of
the first people to initiate the
movement to prevent the closure
of parking lots 10 and 15. My
motive for this movement was to
stress .the importance of these
parking facilities not only for the
dorm residents, ·but the commuters as well.

Michael Leahy Position #14

Eastern has come a long way
over the years to becoming a
university. Our increasing importance to the surrounding community has just begun to take
impact. I believe in the quality of
education that has evolved here
at Eastern. It's just too bad that
the high quality standards that
were required of our educational
program in becoming a university weren't also imposed upon
the "leaders" of our current
student government. I hope you'll
support me in trying to correct
this injustice we've all suffered
from.

Denver Parmenter Position #11
As the present ASEWU Admini-

strative Assistant, I have seen
problems and difficulties in the
A.S. government which have to
be addressed and solved if the
govern~ent is to effectively
serve the students. As a Legislator, I hope to tackle these
problems and help present viable
solutions. My experience in the
Executive will prove valuable.
· In this limited space, it is
impossible for me to express all
my concerns and desires. I hope
,you will give me your support for
I promise you hard work, and
dedication to student interest.

Richard Hulse Position #15

Christianity is not just a religion, but a way of life. I pledge to
live my Christianity in my actions and to represent the Christian population on campus. I am
a senior in both accounting and
computer programming. I am
opposed to any athletic program
that will require a percentage
increase in S&A fees to athletics
because it would require a drastic cutback in other budgets that
give a great~r return to the
student ~Y · per dollar spent.
a------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - I Goals I wpuld like to accomplish,
if elected, include establishing a
Jim Robertson P~itlon #14
faculty-student grievance board
The "issues" confronting the
and getting the university schestudents of EWU are arising as
dule of classes pubiished for the
symptoms of one main problem:
whole year at once.
lack of cooperation between the
BOT and A.S.
The BOT has fiual say over A.S.
decisions, yet the A.S. as representative of student interests, has
no student representation on the
BOT.
Therefore, remedying this
long-standing situation which is
castrating the effectiveness of
student representation, is prerequisite to attempting to solve the
other off-shooting problems.
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Weather Cooperates For
Outdoor Intercourse Day

Will Kuhlman Photo

KREM-FM AND CHETS FLOWERS provided free flowers, adding some color to the event.

-.
•

... 4

St.

Jll

A CROWD OF severa l hundred wer e e nterta ined by fo ur ba nds , a ca r ba sh, dunk toss , and ea ch other .

Will Kuhlma n Pholo

TEN SPOKANE COUNTY Sheriffs were on hand [at $10
an hour per man for 13 hours) to " protect students" from
that de vil alcohol.

ONE OF THE four bands that played Saturday was Wheatfield.

$650.00 WORTH of fire works topped off the day, providing a nyone was In any condition to see them.
W Iii Kuhlm an Photo

ONE OF FOUR belly da ncers perfor ms for the ma sses .

CAMPUS SAFETY DID not hesita te to search a ny atricles being carried into
the m all.

-.

/
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Cheney Busted
The May 8 celebration last week end seemed to have a few
built-i n inconveniences, not only for the students being
searched, but for some of the merchants of Cheney as well.
It seems for some strange reason the Washington State Liquor
Control Board enforcement officers were in Cheney to help
celebrate in their own-way, namely harassing the establishments selling the commodity of the day: alcoholic beverages.
But they didn't stop at harassing the stores themselves. They
went on to personally intimidate managers, checkers, and worst
of all, customers.
Several of the stores in town were cited for infractions of the
low.
This may sound bad, but at one store the officer was in the
store for over six hours before they finally found someone who
had boughten beer under age. And that customer was a scant
month and a half away from being 21, a mistake any checker
could make with someone with a badge standing over your
shoulder.
True the laws are passed to be enforced, but as one store
manager put it, "If they stood around anyplace for six hours,
they ore bound to find something wrong."
At one store, the officer stood behind the counter and
checked everyone who c:ame through the line. I think it's fairly
obvious what kind of pressure a checker would be under. At
another store, the manager wouldn't allow the officer behind
the check stand because it interferred with work.
Perhaps the biggest injustice was done to the customers who
were harassed both in and outside the stores.
Numerous customers were followed out of the store and
asked if they were 21 and if the checker had checked I.D.

'

SOUND OFF
Do you think trhe Associated Students Legislature
did an adequate and fair iob of allocating money
for next year?
Diane Herbert; freshman:
Special Education: " I like ath-

letics, but I like concerts and
other special events also. It
seems like the money distribution
was a little lo sided."

--C.S.J.

Are Searches OK?
Well , at least we know where some of the money we pay out
for tuition goes... right to the employment of uniformed officers,
who did their best Saturday, to rid the 8th of Moy festivities of
alcoholic offenders ... for us.
According to Lt. Larry ·Montague of the EWU Campus Safety
Forces, there were 10 of the little green men here on the 6th.
Their purpose: to make sure no participants of the Outdoor
Intercourse Day sneaked alcohol onto the campus.
They made a gallant try at it. Many people were stopped,
searched and told to go somewhere else with the ir beverages
by these Sheriff's Deputies.
The questions posed about the searching Sheriffs are; were
their actions justified ? Did they serve a purpose, and lost of all,
were they worth the money spent on them?
Most students who attended the festivities would probably
say no.
How much did it cost Campus Safety to bring these
confronting protectors to the Eastern campus? According to
Campus Safety that dollar figure runs over the $1,500 mark.
Each of the ten Sheriffs here on. the sixth was paid $10.00 on
hour for their random searching techniques and protection
services. That is $100.00 per hour for the Sheriffs, and
approximately 16 hours... so, we received $1,600 dollars worth
of protection on the 6th.
And as for Campus Safety's justification that the Sheriffs
would help in making sure the drinking law was not
offended ... one only had to walk through the mall at dusk, to see
how many had made it by the officers with their contraband.
If Campus Safety wants to catch every offender next year
when May 8 rolls around, they'll probably have to hire more
officers than students. And that might cost a bit more for them,
and us, than $1,600 bucks. R.S.

Caroline Law, graduate, Nursing: "The distribution seems

Mike Warnecke; freshman; undecided: "Without the phase and

the sports programs here at
EWU, I feel strongly that this
school would be rather small. If
you took a poll on all the college
students that are either in a competitive or intramural use the
phase for conditioning or just
recreation people complaining
about funding would just sit back
and realize. what fools they are
making of themselves by griping
so much."

very lopsided towards sports,
even though I enjoy using the
track and other facilities. I'd like
to see more Shakespearean plays
like the one this past weekend."

Scott Heimbigner; senior; Finance: "I favor athletics and im-

proving their quality, but cutting
funds available for concerts and
other activities is in no way to do
it. This is comparable to staying
three and four concerts a week
and cutting athletics to virtually
nothing to pay for them. A wellrounded schedule of activities
will improve the University's
image, and do justice to all
programs. Different people like
different things."

:..

Fi-

the
decision would have been different if the students were involved in the decision. Thirty
percent of all S & A funds to
athletic activities was just a little
too much, when the money fs
needed more for concerts and
other social activities."

Nancy Mitchell; senior; P.E.
Secondary: "There has been a

great need for athletic funding
for many years, but it seems that
it's been reached at the expense
of many other important areas
for the college. It seems there
must be a way in which funding
can be adequately provided for
all areas."
Debra Giammona; senior;
Chemistry/Biology: "This is
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typical of add priorities at Eastern in that academics is consistently ignored in favor of fun
and games."
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(:,ary Hagen,
Kathy Shellorne
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Andrew Newing

Greg Workland; junior; Business/Finance: ' 1 It1s too bad.

Maybe such legislation is indicative of the mentality of our
elected officers."
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Is ll 'Proper?
Dear Editor:
I am not sure that the "Letters to the
Editor" is a proper place for campaigning, I am refer'ing to the letters "Seems
Strange" and "More Theta Chi". THe
writers of these letters are not visible
to me, if I do not see the faces that are
say•ng these things then I cannot

election. I haven't the faintest idea
what the names of our last three A.S.B.
Presidents were, and I don't give a
damn what our legislature bitches
about.
So all you apathetic people out
there, you now hove a cor.1didote who
wi 11 represent you. Remember--o
write-in vote for me is a wasted note,
so vote for mel (Besides, I could use
the bucks I would get for being
President.)
Your willing servant,
Kevin D. Healom

Serious Problem

Dear Editor:
believe them. There will probably be
There is a serious problem demore letters of how good a candidate
veloping on this· campus that most
is, I just won't read them when I never
students are unaware of. Si nee the
see the candidate the article mentions.
inclusion of Pres. Frederickson and
A small point to mention, if the
Provost Sherman into the administraballot was set up in alphabetical order,.
tive ranks of this institution, the
Wallingford is still ahead of Weigelt.
"appearance" of "national reputaSincerely yours,
tion" of EWU has become more
Herbert Custer Jr.
important than · maintaining excelSr. Economics Major
lence in th~ academic world. Which is
most important to the student body: 1) .
Money spent on faculty salaries to
obtain qualified, competent, permanent instructors, or 2) Money spent to
Dear Editor:
send ·professors to professional meetAs you can probably tell by the nice
ings and to purchase new equipment?
looking signs and posters around
Yes, equipment is necessary---but
campus, it's election time again. I
what about the instructor who has the
regr·et to say that I completely forgot to
time (between numerous form, meetsubmit my name for the illustrious
ings, and increased red tape) and skill
office of A.S.B. President. Therefore, l
to show you how to use it?
would like to ask you at this Hme to
In the recently conducted "Acaplease write my name in when you
demic Planning Exercise", it was
vote.
determined by some omnipotent
Since all the people that are running
group of administrators ( of which this
for office this, in all years, ore
University has too many) that certain
campaigning with the voting constit- ·
departments were "not at full
uency in mind, I would like to run with
strength" while others "hod adequate
the vast majority of the student body in staff to cover the necessary fields ... "
mind. I am talking of course about the
(,but) should not attempt to cover all of
totally apathetic students. Since only a
the sub-areas within the discipline". In
very small percentage of the students other words, those areC:Js which "bevote, I would like to be a true. cause of either their high quality and
representative of the students at notional reputation or their imporEWU--the non-voting students. Bearing
tance to the roll and mission of the
this in mind, if elected I promise to do
institution" (which was, by the way,
absolutely nothing in office. I believe I determined strictly by the administrahave an impeccable record in this tion, using their own particular brand
of rationale) were allowed additional
regard. I have nP.ver voted in on A.S.B.

Write-In Apathy

staffing and faculty. ~~ile other
departments who only offer support to
those poor "not at full strength depart
ments" ore to lose non-tenured faculty
and not be able to rehire· after
retirements or resignations. Those departments who are .allowed to hire
personnel will be limited to "term
contract" instructors with 1-3 year
contracts. This will of course make the
person hired, much cheaper than a full
time professor with tenure. It will also
eliminate EWU's responsibility to contribute to any fringe benefits, such as
medical insurance, retirement, etc.,
which are normally included in a full
time salary. Most educators have
families to consider and will hardly
consider a position with no possibility
of security through permanent employment.
It is appalling, to me as a student, to
be faced with the possibility of attending a University ( and I use that
word lightly) where departments, in
order to hang on to the faculty they
now have, must fight to obtain the
highest number of students possible in
order to satisfy the administration's
demands. This can only result in
further segregation of the various
departments, an increase in specialization, and considerably less wellrounded, well-educated people. I am
ashamed and disgusted ·that the administrators which held their positions
before King George and General
Sherman arrived, are allowing this
kind of atrocity to continue. I am
equally disgusted at a Board of
Trustees which closes its eyes to what's
behind President
Frederickson's win,
ning smile.
Not Very Respectful Anymore,
(Name withheld)

Back From Where ?.
Dear Editor:
Well, chaps, I've just returned from
my ventures to the north by north-east.
I'm speaking of the wild Qualdihop
region of northern Saskatchewan. I
was hired there once again by that
elusive shaving kit I've told you about.
I have ,yet to out fox the devil. But,
whereas I haven't captured the creature of his antics, nonethless, keep me

Booby H~tch ................................................................... by Mike Moulton
1r B6~AUSE 'PU~ !Tifafl.
· flU/1' fu'M/ f'tJU smo1<£ c1~7
0 Atl ff;lf/J;/11/S l'IIEGI) SUCH
.H/Ai/ld Sf1M80L.S? ,-..._.--

/!

IS 1r 71,llr 9'ou~E J«fT
~l,'tn6 TC If/LC. y'OV,esc,t/>
MtJ P«'scN THE ~,i' ~ W/HTI
•

Spaghetts. .................. ·.·:.................................. ................ by Mike Moulton'
TIIEYX,£' so eure &/Helf/
/'R'EY/fe <,fJv/1/'9I
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LETTERS

young full of vim and vigor. So, I'm
back here in your lovely little town of
Sminkledonk resting up for my next
round of hide and seek. It's a welcome
breath, at that. Now I have a chance
once again to lean bock and take deep
delight in thumbing through your
western Easterner newspaper. But,
sounds like you've got a better crew
than ever there. But, what can you ·do
in a slow moving news town. I get a
kick out of your cartoonists upheavals.
I would like to meet his young M i ke
Moulton whippersnapper and tweek a
few of his nose hairs to put in my
journal. I'm sure the lad wouldn't
object if he gave me the chance to sit
him across my knee and tell him some
of my sea and ski stories.
Well, I'm just going to wake up now
and watch the birds tweet, and the
grass grow and try to fend off some of
the newborn ants that like to play a
little too rough sometimes. I shall next
be going to an enchanted isle in the
Puget Sound. The lasses on our campus
are delectable. They catch my fancy.
They have shapely legs and pretty
litHe faces. But, they run at my
advancement. Good luck out there,
1
chaps. And gals if you some to your
senses, contact me.
Yours, come nither or nye,
Issac Swabs
I

I Agree/
Dear Editor:
All right! I totally agree that it is time
for students to quit "bitching" and
stand up for the issues and candidate( s) they believe in. Many students
think the A.S. is a joke. It is not. They
handle a hell of a lot of our money
and some of our programs depend on
that money.

Sincerly,
Dove Weigelt

Don't Belittle
Dear Ed itor:
In view of the many accusations
being leveled at various persons in the
heat of campaigning, I think a few
corrections should be pointed out.
First, Jim Wallingford has been
accused of rigging candidate f i ling to
get his name posted f irst on the ba llot.
Jim had nothing to do with it. The A .S.
Constitution, Acticle V Section 6, sta tes
that names shall appear on the ballots
in the order filed. The only thing Ji m
did was post on each door of the PUB
which door the cand idates would line
up at to avoid confusion.
Many comments have been mode of
the Theta Chi 'political machine.' I too
am against any power drive, but I
have yet to see Theta Chi campaign for
'its' candidates. Just because severa l
people interested in student govern·ment happen to belong to the same
fraternity does not mean they are in
collusion. Nor is anyone from Theta
Chi out twisting arms forcing people to
vote for 'their' candidates. If you fee l
too much power is being vested in one
group, then exercise your right to vote,
or better, yet, run for office yourself.
The only way one faction can ge t
control of student government against
the wishes of the student body . is
because of apathy. ( i.e., not voting)
and then they don't deserve the right
to compla in.
In closing, I wish to state that I om
not a supporter of Theta Chi,_but I do
not believe in trumping up charges
against an opponent e ither. A person
should be willing and able to run for a
position on his own meri ts without
trying to be little his opponent to make
himself look better.
Si ncerely,
Sheryl Ann Hay

·-

~-
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FM ls Realistic Radio

Success or$, That is The ?

Enlertainn,enl

By Ray Spanjer
- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -......· Entertainment Editor
"Here's to profits and the
success that they bring.....Here's
to success and the profits they
bring."

OID Celebration
H·as Great Bands

The Advertising Manager asks,
"what good is number one without profits,' while Dugan holds
that any commercial atmosphere
will knock the station from its
number one, all music rating.
The argument finally boils to a
tremendous, riotous climax.

The preceding is the underlying
theme of the film FM, now
playing at Spokane's Fox Theatre. Should a popular FM radio
FM is a quai-realistic look into
station in a large metropolitan
market, want to be number one a problem that radio faces; "How
or should they ~ant to be pro- . greedy should we get".
fitable.
In the fictional situation that
the movie presents, you can't
have both the profits and the
number one spot. But it may as
well not be fictional .... many stations across the country face the
same predicament as the FM
station does in the movie.
FM is a movie that examines a
radio station in Los Angeles
called Q-SKY-FM. The station,
with their zany cast of announcers, have become number uno in
the Arbitron rating books.

FOUR NORHWEST BANDS performed for a large PUB Mall
audience celebrating the 8th of May, Saturday. Above is the band
Shadow. They played a late afternoon set. H.P. Riot [lower.] played an
evening set of Funk-music, accompanied by Fireworks. Ray Spanier Phoio
The music started at 11 a.m.
If students could at first get by with the Northwest band Captain
uniformed sheriffs at last Satur- Jack. Students filtered in during
day's May 8 festivities, they Jacks two-hour-plus set in the
experienced some great enter- PUB Mall.
By the time Wheatfiled hit the
tainment here at EWU.
stage that was erected in the
mall , students were littering the
grass, enjoying the sunshine of
the day. Wheatfield, a borderline country band played a nice
sounding set until about 4:30.
At that ·time Belly Dancers
entertained the relaxing audience while Lhe band, Shadow, set
up for their set.
They hit the stage at 5:30 and
played a high-energy set to a big,
mall audience.
H.P. Riots tarted their Funk set
at 9 p.m. and at 10 fireworks went
off over the Eastern campus .
... _,
Riot played for a receptive crowd
until about midnight.
Besides the bands Eastern students also had several other
forms of entertainment to deal
with on the 6th.

World's Largest Benefit
Tickets Available - Moscow, SUB info Desk
Coeur d'Alene, Budget Tapes

--

~

As soon as the corporate owners of the station find out about
their new status, they send a new
advertising manager to Los Angeles to bring in the bucks off of
this "All-Music" station.
The veritable power struggle
that comes up between the ad
man and the station manager,
Jeff Dugan, builds throughout the

But more than that, the movie
is a humorous examination of the

varied personalities that make up
a radio staff. In FM there's
Momma, (played by Eileen Brennan) who is seductive, mothertype that tucks all of her listeners
into bed. Cleavon Little plays the
Prince of Darkness, a shuck and
jive, midnite to six man and
Martin Mull plays a very humorous Bill Swan, a cosmic "DJ who
is sexually frustrated and broadcasts his frustrations over the air
several times.

flick.

Mull shines in the flick, as the
egotistical DJ with a lot of
hangups.
But probably the best job of
acting in the movie is done by
Michael Brandon, who plays the
role of Jeff Dugan, the gangleader of Q-SKY-FM. His part as
the man caught in the middle,
between the management and the
listeners is wery realistic.
The music in FM is probably
the brightest element of the
movie. Throughout the film,
great tunes by even greater
artists are being played. There is
also about 15-20 minutes of concert material by Jimmy Buffett
and Linda Ronstadt in the film.
Steely Dan does the title track
for the film, a number which is
sure to hit the top of the music
charts. The double-album soundtrack of the movie is selling
phenomenally in record stores
across the country and threatens
to sell as many albums as Saturday Night Fever, the biggest
selling album in history.
FM is, on-the-surface, an entertaining look into what makes
the radio business run.
The film's use of humorous, yet
identifiable characters in the
principle roles, makes it a movie
that is interesting and believa~le.
Combine these aspects with a
powerful soundtrack, and FM is a
movie that you can't afford to
miss.

Will Kuhlman Photo

EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY'S fine arts in repertory continues its run in the University
Theatre tonight with Cosi Fan Tutte, an opera by Mozart. Two, one-act plays- No Exit and The American
Dream are planned for I morrow evening at 8 p.m. Above is a scene from No Exit, below, American
Dream.

Repertory _Continues This Week
The University Fine Arts in
Repertory, 1978, continues this
week.
Cosi Fan Tutte, an opera by
Mozart, is featured tonight in the
University Theatre at 8 p.m. The
opera is produced jointly by the
Eastern Music Theatre and the
University Theatre.

-A·

~··
-·

Missoula Montana
Must be 18 and older
Starring Elvin Bishop, Nitty Gritty Dirt Band,
Mission Mountain Wood Band, Live Choir

And 1,000 Kegs of Olympia Beer
Wed. May 17th K.O. RODEO GROUNDS Noon till Dusk

Friday evening, the Repertory
brings two, one-act plays to the
campus. Arnerican Dream and
No Exit. begin at 8 p.m. in the
University Theatre.
On Saturday, Eastern 's Dance
Department presents Just Gotta
Dance in the University Theatre

at 8 p.m.
All Repertory events are free
Eastern students with an exchange coupon, available at the
PUB Info Desk. The number to
call for reservations is 359-2825 on
campus and the toll free number
from Spokane is 838-5271.
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Willie's New tP
I

The ·, ·b Utlaw Goes Soft
.

~

By Ray Spanjer
Entertainment Editor

PABLO CRUISE SAILS into Pullman this Saturday at 7:30 for an appearance at Ma_rtin Stadium. Tickets
are available for $3. Shown above are some of the members in the group.
leased later this month.
Opening the show will be Epic
recording artists, The Nielsen

Cruise is being brought to
Pullman for the University's
Pablo Cruise, a bay area group Mayfest Celebration.
Pablo Cruise's latest LP, A
that made the chart.s and won the
hearts on may with hits like A Place in the Sun, rocketed the
Place in the Sun and Whatcha group to national fame . It went
Gonna Do, bring their smooth gold.
Their long-awaited fourth LP,
music to WSU's · Martin Stadium_
Worlds Away, will be retitled
in Pullman, this Saturday at 7: 30:

'Cruise' Is Coming

Pearson Band.

Three dollar tickets are available at the college for the performance on May 13. Day of show
tickets will be unlimited, weather
permitting.

Headed Toward Spokane

·Mr. Rude Is Loose
The wild man of Rock and Roll,
Ted Nugent, unleashes his powerful, music attack in the Spokane
Coliseum, this Saturday evening
at 8 p.m.
Nugent, who is known for his
bizzare on-stage antics and searing guitar playing, should pack
out the arena.
His top-selling albums include
his debut, entitled Ted Nugent,
Free-For-All, his most recent
studio LP called Cat Scratch

Fever and the new, Double Gonzo
Live LP.

Nugent, whose wild-man antics
have gained him notoriety
throughout the Rock World~ is
quoted as saying he would rape a
nun if he felt like it, and that is the
kind of attitude that has made
him famous.
Tickets are now on sale for the
concert at area outlets. Advance
price is $7.

Mind, The , Sunny Side of the
Street, Blue Skies, Moonlight in
Vermont and of course the title
THE WILD MAN OF R & R, Ted

Nugent is coming to Spokane on
Saturday. He'll hit the Coliseum
at 8 p.m. Back-up artist is Sammy Hagar.
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ON CAMPUS ENTERTAINMEN·T

··•••••

••••••
••••••

····••
···•••

Opera: Cosi Fan Tutte, University Theatre, 8 p.m.
··••••
Exhibition: Barry Johnson, Fabric Construction, Gallery of Art, 8-5 p.m.
··••••
Exhibition: Harrison Branch, Photography Exhibit, EWU Photography Gallery, ::::::

•••··
••••·

•••••

-

-

••••••
••••••
. I ••···
•••·· May 11
•••·· May 11-26
I1:::::
••···
May 11-26

8-5 p.m.

May 12
May 12
May 13-14
May 12
May 13
May 13
May 13

••···
•••••

Dance: Friday Evening Dance, PUB, 9-12 p.m.
Program: KEWC's Rock Monoliths, Alice Cooper-Killer, 9 p.m.
Movie: The Enforcer, PUB, 7 p.m.
.
'ty Theat re, 8 p.m.
Play: No Exit and The American })ream, U mvers1
Dance: Just Gotta Dance, University Theatre, 8 p.m.
Movie: The Adventures of Bullwhip Griffin, PUB,.2 P·n:1· .
.
Recital: Gordon Stout, guest artist marimba, Music Building Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

\
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May 14-26 Exhibition: Jo Lynn Jones, Pence Union Gallery, 8-5 p.m.
Concert: Choral Concert, Showalter Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Program: KEWC-FM's Album Spotlight, Willie Nelson-Stardust, 9 p.m.
Concer:t: Symphony Band-Wind Ensemble, Showalter Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Movie: Marathon Man, PUB, 7 p.m., FREE!
Recital : David ,ostkowski, Music Building Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

J

Willie Nelson is one of the most
001>ular and broadly listened to,
'country and Western artists in
America today.
His stylish songs about lost
loves, crooned by that smooth,
laid-back voice of his, have
brought over many to the country
side of the pasture.
Nelson is unique, in that his
audiences range from the hardcore country listeners, all the
way to the borderline, heavymetal rock listeners.
Willie has always been one to
grab up as big an audience as
possible. With Waylon Jennings,
he has created several top-selling
Lp's, the most recent of which
has gone gold.
And with Stardust, Nelson's
latest LP, the Outlaw has gone
for an even larger audience ....
that one that contains the older
genere.
Stardust isn't really Country,
rather it is a softer, mellower
approach for Willie, It's almost
easy-listening in nature.
The songs that were selected
are by older composers like
George Gershwin, Hogie Carmichal and Irving Berlin.
Songs like Georgia On My

But Willie has created an album that will increase his audience and delight his already
huge mass of fans. He's never
been in better form .
His voice is smooth, yet strong
and it works with this music
perfectly. The smooth, lilting
style of the album is in part due to
the instrumentation.
Booker T. Jones produced the
work and also plays organ backup on all of the soqgs. His influence on the total sound created
i3 felt strongly, as the relaxing
keyboards in the background of
the numbers give them an almost
soulful sound.
The album begins with Stardust, A Hogie Carmichal song.
Georgia On My Mind is next, a
song that will most likely be a
biggie from the album.
From there on, Willie continues
on, in the Welk-Country vein.
Some may say that Willie has
copped-out, but most will
thoroughly enjoy and be entertained by this smooth bit of
.Stardust.
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OFF CAMPUS ENTERTAINI\IENT

cut, are not really songs that
most people would expect to
come from Willie Nelson. But he
gives them a style and class that
is extraordinary.
Some of Willie's fans may think
this Outlaw has gone soft.. ...and
they're right.

WILLIE NELSON h'a s gone soft
on his new Columbia Album
entitled Stardust. -

The Rolling Stone's U.S. Tour is scheduled to start in late June and is
going to hit about 15 cities..... Comedian George Carlin suffered a mild
heart attack recently. He is now recuperating .... The Kinks are
wrapping up their latest LP called Permanent Waves . It should be

released in mid-summer ..... The Moody Blues' reunion album, called
Octaves, will be out the first week in June. The group plans to follow up
with a tour ...... Bryan Ferry has completed a new one, as has Rick
Derringer ..... Cher has dropped Greg Allman for now, and is currently
dating Kiss member, Gene Simmons ..... All four members of Kiss are
now doing solo albums for September release .....The director of the
film, American Hot Wax is now planning a sequel version ..... National
Lampoon's new'film, Animal House, starring John Belushi is set for
July release .....Spokane is hosting some concerts in the near future .
Ted Nugent is planned for the 13th of this month ..... Journey, Montrose
and John Miles will be in the Coliseum later on this month and Leo
Sayer will be in the Opera House on June 15.

<

Now Playing
May 13 I 14
PUB 7:00

CLINT EASTWOOD
IS DIRTY HARRY

Play: Waltz of the Toreadors, Fort Wright College Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
Concert: Ted Nugent, Spokane Coliseum, 8 p.m.
··•••
Concert: ~ablo Cruise, Martin Stadium, Pullman, 7:30 p.m.
·••••
:::::
Performance: First Annual Lilac Stars, Opera House, 8 p.m.
.:: May 16
Concert: Tom Jones, Spokane Coliseum, 8 p.m.
:::::
.:::: May 17
Keggar: Elvin Bishop, Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, and 1,000 Kegs of Olympia Beer, :::::
••••• Missoula Montana, All Day
.....

.....
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BAR ENTERTAINMENT
'
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&::::: Barry "The Fish" Melton .......................... ~.... .......................................... Washboard Willie's
•••••·
·
•s Armanda .. . ... .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. . ... .. .. . . ... . .. .. . ... . ... . ... .. ... .. .. ... .. . ... .. .J .J .' s Shera ton
1••••· S1dro
.::::: King Louis and the Royal Flush ......... ..... .................... ... .... ..... .. ..... ....Kicking Horse, Stateline
1::::: Thumper ..................................................................... .. .. ........ .............. ...... ....... Aquarius II
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Storm ...........................................................................................Peabody's, Coeur d'Alene
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Tangle With LC State
For NAIA District Title
CONFERENCE
NORTHERN DIVISION
Easter n Washington
Western Washington
Central Washington
SOUTHERN DIVISION
. Southern Oregon
· Eastern Oregon
Oregon College
Oreg,on Tech

,
·""
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L

5

3
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L

. 15
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4

4
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10

25

9

2

17

9
4

5

20

10
10

6

2

11

6
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15
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By Dennis Hays
Sports Writer

Eastern Washington University convincingly slugged their
way to the Evergreen Conference
baseball title, but playoff pressure starts to mount all . over
again as the newly crowned
champs travel to Lewiston for a
District I playoff series with nationally ranked Lewis and Clark
State this weekend.
The lopsided score (~) by
which EWU beat Southern Oregon College in the third and
deciding game left little doubt in
anyone's mind as to who should
represent the EvCo in the District
tourney.
Last Friday the two divisions
champions squared off in a series-opening doubleheader which
ended in a split, SOC winning the
first game 7-3 and EWU the
nightcap 8-4, making the third
contest necessary.
SOC pitcher John McLaughlin,
after giving up two runs in the
second inning, for the most part
shut the Eagles out the rest of the
way. There were only five hits by
the Eags in the opener.
In that second inning was
EWU's best chance to break the
game wide open. Jack Flannery
started the frame by drawing a
walk. Pinch-runner Barry Poffenroth stole second and was
lmocked in by Mick Jackson's
single. Tim VanDoren was hit by
a pitch and Steve Baxter rapped
rut a single to load the bases. Don
Huffman drew a base on balls to
force· in the second run, but then
the roof fell in on the Eagles. Tim
Gaebe, on a mistake checked-

swing, grounded right back to the
mound to start a rally-killing
doubleplay. EW didn't threaten
again, giving up six runs-only two
of them earned, until the eighth.
Bob Hoggins got things rolling
with a booming triple. Jackson
cracked his second hit, a double,
picking up his second RBI of the
game, but it was a case of too
little too late, as SOC added
another run in the ninth to put the
contest out of reach.
The nightcap saw the Eagle bat
loosen up, the hometeam woke up
for 12 basehits and eight runs to
back the pitching performance of
clutch hurler, Dave Cullen. Cullen went the distance giving up
· three runs and nine hits while
striking out 11.
VanDoren, Jimmy and Jack
Flannery got two basehits apiece,
and Poffenroth led the way with
three.
Jimmy's first inning homerun,
his sixth, put the Eags on top
quickly. Another run was added
when Hoggins walked, stole second and scored on Jack Flannery's single. An unearned run in
the second and Jackson's fourth
horner in the third put. the score
at 4-0. SOC kept picking away at
that lead, but could never seem to
come up with a big rally, due to
timely strikeouts by Cullen. And
every time the Red Raiders got
near the Eagles managed to pull
away. With the score 4-3 in the
seventh, Jackson walked and
moved to second on Tom Zuber's
grounder. He scored on VanDoren 's second double of the
game, giving VD a team leading
eight for the year. But SOC came
right back with a run in the

•• RATCtlFFE, FORD'S
••
•• 1978 Pinto Pony $3395
•• Why buy a used car when you ean
•• own this 1978 Pinto 4-speed, front
disc brakes, mini console, wheel
•• covers
2300 cc engine, white
••
•• sidewalls tinted glass
•• TRADES AND TERMS
••
•• Ratcliffe Ford
••
•
EWU Sp.ecial

402 2nd St. Cheney 235-6238

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
••'
••
•

eighth, only to be turned back
once again by Cullen, who always
seems to find that "little something extra" when he needs it
most. EWU put the game away in
their hall of the eighth when
Poffenroth doubled and Jim
Flannery walked. Big brother
Jack came up and belted a three
run horner for this f9urth RBI of
the game and league leading
seventh four-bagger, to set up
Saturday's deciding contest.
The best guess would be th~t
SOC ran out of pitchers. EWU
completely destroyed the Red
Raider's remaining three pitchers, a left-fielder and finally a
catcher, slamming 22 hits and
taking advantage of 12 walks and
four errors to score a league
record 29 runs to clinch the EvCo.
Every one of the 16 EW players
who saw action in the game
either scored a run or got a
basehit, and most of them, both.
Jim Flannery, Hoggins and
VanDoren picked up three safe- ·
ties each. Tim Gaebe, Poffenroth, Jackson and Zuber all
scored three runs while VanDoren crossed the plate four
times. Poffenroth knocked in four
runs and Jim Flannery and VanDoren had three RBIs each.
This offensive barrage almost
overshadowed a fine pitching
show put on by Mark Kato. The
righthander scattered five hits,
giving up two earned runs and
fanning nine in picking up a
complete game victory.
The Raiders might just as well
have gotten back in the bus after
the first inning. The Eagles sent
13 men to the plate and eight of
them crossed it, just to get things
started innocently enough, Poffenroth singled and was sent to
third when Hoggins did likewise.
Poff scored when Hoggins pulled
a perfect delayed steal. Boggy
went to third on the attempt at
Poffenroth, but when Jack Flannery grounded out there were two
ruts. The third out wa.s made
eight batters and seven .r uns
later.
Jackson and Rob Chalmers
walked to load the bases and
VanDoren single home two runs.
Baxter walked to load them up
again and Zuber walked to force
in another run. Then Poffenroth
crashed his second hit of the
inning, a three run triple, and
was singled in by Jim Flannery,
for the last run of the inning but .
certainly not the last run of the
game.

"Smilln' Jack" Flannery gets a rousing greeting at home plate
following his eighth inning three run homer that powered EWU to an
8-4 triumph over Southern Oregon in the EvCo playoffs. The Eagle win
extended the series to the third game where EWU bats really cme
alove in a 29-6 win. Eastern [15-15] tackles tough L-C State [40-7] in a
best of three series this weekend in Lewiston with the winner
advancing to the N'AIA nationals. _

Three walks to start the second
inning were followed by run
scoring single off the bats of
VanDoren, Baxter, and Hoggins,
as the Eags batted around again,
to make the score 12--0.
SOC picked up half of their six
runs in the third and actually shut
the Eagles out in the same inning, '
b.lt not before VanDoren slapped
his third straight hit. The run
drought was shortlived for EWU
however, as the Eagles scored
four more in the fourth. Four
singles and two SOC errors accounted for the scores. Hoggins
and Jackson picking up RBI's
with their one-baggers. Five runs
in the fifth put Eastern over 20 for
the first time this season. The
Flannery brothers knocked in
two runs apiece with singles.
For the game the Eagles unusually had only three extra-base
hits, to go long with a whopping 19
singles. Two of those long hits
were by Don Herman. The injured thirdbaseman came on the
pinch hits in the sixth and batt.ered the first pitch he saw over
the leftfield fence for his second
homerun of the year. He later
smashed a double in EWU's
seven run eighth inning. All
these
.

runs and hits by the Eagles off of
the nl;llJlber one pitching staff in
theEvCo.
On Saturday the Eags will
journey to Lewiston for the first
two of a best of three game series
with LC State for the District I
Cllampionship. Earlier in the
season the sixth ranked Warriors
swept EWU in a twinbill, also at
1'!wiston. Game time is set for .
ooe o'clock.
S.Or99on
ON Olt 011-7 n 1
EWU
020 000 111-1 S I
John McLaughlln and Steve Azevedo;
Randt MUffk:k, Skip Hall CS) and Jack
Flannery. ·
Hits: SO - Perkins, Mauch, Glau 2,
Whitt 2. AIUlm, Grahlm, VanDontlen 2;
EWU - Hoggins, Jackson 2, Baxter, Gaebt.
HR-Whitt.

•
111 no-• , 2
211:1111 11X-t 12 1
Eric AUltN, Marte Bauthrnan (4) and
Steve Azevedo; Dave Cullen and Jack Flannery.
.
.
Hits: SO - Glass 2, Azevedo, May,
Aguirre 2. Graham, vanDontlen VanDone- .
ltn. EWU - Poffenroth 3, J im Flannery 2,
Jack Flannery 2, Jackson, Zuber, Chllm·
ers, VanDoren 2.
HR - Aguirre, Jim Flannery, Jackson,
Jack Flannery.
LOrNN
EWU

I.°'"°"
........
tQ IOI .-- 6
a. Waslllfttt9ft
.. MO 451 17X-2'

'

..

22 4 .
Mel Wood, Fred Garmire j1 ), Eric AU··
stad (2), G•rv Glass (S), SflVI Azvtdo (9)
and Azvtdo, Toby Van HH (I): Mark Kato
and Jack Flannery, Mark Farr (7). ,
Hits: soc - Perkins, Mauch, White,
Ar,ulrre, Van Bomelen. EWU - Poffenroth
2, Jim Flannery 3, Stevens, H0111lns 3, J.ack
Flannery, Farr, Jackson, Van Doren 3,
Mufflck, Baxter 2, Herman 2, Zuber, GHbe.
HR, Herman.
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Somewhere in the dust is a loose ball making the
umpire's decision at home plate all the more
difficult. Just in case theres a doubt about the call
he'll have plenty of help. This SOC runner was safe
·by the way.
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Runners Make Bid
By Brien Lautman
Sports Writer

troops, especially sprinter Jim
Lust and javelin ace Chuck Van
Matre as the pair turned in
national qualifying efforts in
their respective events.
Lust made his qualifying bid in
the 200-meter dash with a time of
20.7 while Van Matre managed
his by giving a season best heave
of the stick. No official result was
given.
"Lust really ran well, 11 said a
pleased Martin. "He will definitely be running that 200 at
nationals for us. 11
Martin also commented on Van
Matre's throw: "It was a tremendous effort by Chuck, 11 he
said. "It put him amongst the top
give throws in the country . this
year.''
Other fine showings were turned in by the 440 relay team of
Lust, Jeff McGougan, Mike Balderson and Tom Hewitt as the
quartet raced to a winning time
of 41.7, but still came up threetenths-of-a-second short of qualytenths-of-a-second short of qualifying for nationals as they fell
just under the 41.4 standard.

Carrying the label of "giant" in
the world of small-college track
is something Eastern Washington
University men's track team has
lived with throughout they're
current cinder season and will be
a label the Eagles will indeed
have to defend, as they go after
their fourth consecutive National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics District I title this
weekend at Western Washington
University in Bellingham.
According to Head Coach Jerry
Martin, his Eagles should indeed
come away with the district title,
but he also warned that the meet
itself could not be won on paper
alone.
"Based on comparative times
throughout the season, we do '
come out as the dominant team,''
he said. "but we still have to
perform well in our events
against some tough competition," he added.
Eastern, however, need not
exactly fret over their chances of
winning as they bring with them
a host of nationally-ranked tracksters, headed by spring man Vic
White who is listed in the nation's
top ten in the triple jump and long
jump events and now leads the
high jump category after a weekend jump of 7' -0 % at the Spokane
Falls Twilight meet last Thursday.
White's effort at the Twilight
led strong contingent of EW performers in a final warm-up before district action. This group
included fine efforts by both Tom
Richards and Randy Taylor in
the 800-meter run, coming in 1-2
respectively with times of 1:52.8
and 1:53.1. Also showing late
season development was javelin
hurler Dan Tulin, who threw the
spear 208-3 enroute to a second
place finish behind Montana
State University's Monte Solberg.
Eastern, enjoying a busy weekend of track, also took a group of
athletes to Seattle for an invitational track venture the following Friday at the University of
Washington's Husky Stadium.
According to Coach Martin it
was a good meet for most of his

..

In the intermediate hurdles the
Eagles welcomed back Andy
Newing who has been nursing
some injuries as of late. Newing
performed surprisingly . well
though despite his absence from
the track. Again no offical results
of that race were given.
'' Andy did really well for coming off an injury," commented
Martin. " I was very pleased with
his effort.''
Martin obviously has to be
happy when he sees an individual
such as Newing come b~ck successfully from an injury, especially in a season when many of
the Eagle sprinters and hurdlers
have been plagued by them. But
even despite these injuries it has
· been a highly remarkable season
thus far for EWU Track and
according to the Eagle mentor it
shall continue to be, at least
through this weekend in Bellingham.
"We have not"and are not as we
would like," he commented, "but
I am very confident of victory
just the same."

Ready For Regionals

Bozanich
Golf Tourney
Scheduled
The second annual Peter K.
Bozanich Memorial Golf Tournament will be held Friday, June 2,
at Liberty Lake Golf Course. The
tournament is held in memory of
Pete Bozanich, an accounting
teacher at Eastern Washington
University. The proceeds from
the tournament will help support
the Peter K. Bozanich Scholarship Fund. Six one-quarter, full
tuition scholarships will be
awarded from this year's event.
Students, faculty' staff I and
community particip,a nts are invited to send their entry fee of $20
to the Bozanich Memorial Gold
Tournament, Kingston Hall
Room 216, Eastern Washmgton
University. The entry fee includes green fees, refreshments,
and a prize for every contestant.
Trophies and several prizes will
be awarded in each of three
divisions. A Callaway Division is
planned for participants without
established handicaps. Tee times
will be from 12 noon to 3 p.m. and
can be arranged by calling 3592285.

BASEBALL

Women Sfrong At WSU
Led by the usual strong sprint
events, EWU's womens track
team came up with another
strong finish in the Washington
State University Women's meet
last weekend in Pullman.
The Eagles, who finished . a
close second to Spokane Community College, swept the 440
relay, 400 meter, 1500 meter, the
400 hurdles, 200 meter dash, and
880 medley plus garnered a third
in the 100 yard dash.
Spurred by Lisa Sorrell, running the anchor leg, EWU's 440
relay team remained undefeated
on the season with a close win
over Spokane Community. Sorrel
split the tape at 48.9 whle sec
turned a 49 flat.
Sorrell and Kathy Mayberry
finished 1-3 in 'the 400. Mayberry
was a tenth of a second behind the
sec finisher.
Carol Ringen easen to a tight.
win in the 1500 meter chase,
disposing of her competitor from

••

EWU 3-8 Southern Oregon 7-4
EWU 29 Southern Oregon 6
EWU wins best of three EvCo
baseball playoffs two games to
one.
MEN'S TENNIS

EWU6WSU3
EWU INVITATIONAL DIVISION II

Western Washington 373-397-741;

Puget Sound 379-393-772; EWU
371-411-782; Simon Fraser 385407-792 ; Central Washngton 388422-810; Whitworth 402-430-832
WOMEN'S TRACK

Spokane Community College 101;
EWU 93; Spokane Fall~, 87,
Central Washington 61, WSU 55,
Boise State 38; North Idaho 29,
Whitworth 28, Idaho 14, Montana
5, Flathead CC O.

Sports Calendar
Saturday, May 13-EWU vs. Lewis Clark State (2-9) First two games or
best of three NAIA Dist_rict One playoffs.
Sunday, May 14 - EWU vs. Lewis Clark State (1-9) Third game, best of
three NAIA District One playoffs (If necessary)
MENS TRACK
Saturday - May 13 - District meet - Western Washington University
WOMENS TRACK
Saturday - May 13 - Regionals - Montana State Univ. - Bozeman, Mont.
WOMENS TENNIS
Thursday - May 11- Regionals - Pacific Lutheran University - Tacoma
- All-Day
.
Friday - May 12 - Regionals - Pacific Lutheran University - Tacoma All-Day
Saturday - May 13 - Regionals - Pacific Lutheran University -Tacoma
- All-Day
MENS TENNIS
Friday - May 12 - NAIA District Championships - Ellensburg - All Day
Saturday - May 13 - NAIA District Championships - Ellensburg - All
Day
MENS GOLF
Monday, May 15 - Nor Pac Championships - Fort Lewis Golf Club Tacoma
Tuesday, May 16 - Nor Pac Championships - Fort Lewis Golf Club Tacoma
Wednesday, May 17 - Nor Pac Championships - Fort Lewis Golf Club Tacoma

Eagles Falter In Own Tournament

Spokane Community by a slim
second and a half.
Cheryl Wishert leaped her way
to another win in the 440 hurdles
by an easy three seconds. Jamie
Day also had close one in thP. ?.oo
metert run clipping her oppo,n ent
by a tenth of a second.
!

.

,"

After shooting their way into
the first round lead in_their own
tournament, EWU went stale the
following afternoon and finished
a distant third in the EWU
Invitational Golf Tournament at
Hangman Valley.
As envisioned, Western Washington finished on top of the heap
and Puget Sound surprised the
field with a second place finish.
In Thursday's round, EWU was
led by Steve Nelke and Tim
Heleniak who fired respective
fine of 70 and 72 and gave the
Eagles a two stroke lead over
WWU after eighteen holes.
The the roof, or what ever
usually falls over golf courses,
fell in.

i

The 880 medely relay saw
another easy EWU win by nearly
six seconds.
While they enjoyed great successes in the sprints for their high
fini.sh, various field and distance
events plagued the Eagles.
A four-five finish in the ·1ong
jump by Marcy Seagans and
Wishert was about the best the
Eagles could do. They had no
other top finishers in any event
except the discus where Mary
Grubb tosses the plate 119-4, good
for fifth,

Nelke's second round 84 and
Heleniak's 83 along with the rest
of the team put the Eagles 40
strokes over their first day's
pace.
UPS's Kurt Sargent emerged
as the individual leader with a
two round card of 148.

PUB 3E 1 :30, 3:30, 5:30
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MOTHER'S DAY
@

FROM

I
1

WITH COUPON

I
II
I
I

I

I
II

SUNTAN LOTION

I
1

Good until May 13
Va.lue 1/20 of 1 cent

Cheney

Fresh Flower
Arrangements
from $10.00

I
I

10% OFF ON All

235-8441

I
I
I
I

I

~--------------------------J

CHET'S .FLOWERS

OPEN, DAILY 9:00 TO 5:00
SUNDAY, MAY 14 - 10:00 TO' 2:00

II OWL PHARMACY !I
I
II

For an lntervi~w
SUN., MAY 14TH

SEND HER A GIFT:

--.

Double Whamm, & Stromboli

I

747-1071

SUMMER
WORK?

~

I

W. 210 Pacific
Simchuk
Spading Goods

NEED

·Make $220 A WEEK

Home of the Famous

We have moved
to a new location

Assortment of corsages, terrarri urns, dried
arrangements, blooming & foliage plants

SPOKANE

CHENEY

VALLEY

E. 4507 Frederick

1st & Pine

E. 12510 Sprague

483-3616

235-4916

926-3708

Deliveries to Cheney, Fairchild, MecHcal Lake, Spokane,
Valley andl nearby areas.
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A.S. President

Pos. N0.13 .

D
D
D
D

D Melody Lewis
D Steve Kinn ,

Jim Wallingford
Jenn·jter Boulanger
Mary Wolch
Ron Weigelt

Pos. No.14

A.S. Vice President

D Michael Leahy .
D James Robertson

D Kim Wiseman
D Kim Eaton
D Fred McDowell

Pos. No.15

Pos. No. I
D Jody Williams
D Paul Berendt

Pos. No. 2
D Marc Lindsey
· D Kevin G. Mangan

D Richard
T. Hulse
.
D Terry J. Ross

oyes
ono

Pos. No. Il

Do you favor building
Phase 11 of .the Pence
Union B~ilding 'PUB)
which would include a
movie theatre, bowling
alley, games room,
and restaurant?

D. Denver D. Parmenter 11
D Lonnie tax

Pos. No.12
D Kathy Svinth
D Vicki Elder

o.Jes
o no

Do you favor l0We1ing
the age_at which
people can b·uy, sell
·and consume alcoholic
beverages?

